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NEW OPPORTUNITIES
IGNITE DATA is an exciting established SME specialising in advanced data management solutions for
clinical research.

THE CHALLENGE
IGNITE DATA uses data and technology to streamline key stages of the clinical research process,
specifically with an innovative set of patient recruitment and real-world evidence products & services that
are designed to provide better access to the right patients and data.
Research and development grant funding was needed to aid IGNITE DATA in driving the success of their
project to see it become a disruptive market leading solution.

GRANTED’S APPROACH
Granted approached this project by:

1. Gaining a deep understanding of the Inspire’s plans
2. Researching the available funding for the proposed project to maximise the likelihood for success
3. Working with project partners to scope and develop the optimal project
4. Developing and submitting a compelling grant application
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Working with Granted Consultancy has been and still is an absolute pleasure. From the moment we crossed
paths with their senior management team at a KTP event, their knowledge and professionalism shone
through.
Granted supported IGNITE DATA through our grant application, helping to produce extremely high-quality
piece of work, which achieved high praise from Innovate UK assessors.
Without doubt, Granted’s most critical USP, is their intrinsic knowledge of the process. They already
understand the nuances and have the battle scars. Working with them will save you a lot of pain.

Richard Yeatman
IGNITE DATA, COO

CONCLUSION
With the assistance of the Granted Consultancy team, Ignite Data were successful in securing significant
grant funding from Innovate UK.

The development of this innovative solution will see a pragmatic shift in the way that clinical research is
currently conducted.
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OUR SUCCESS

We have never failed to secure more money in grants, than we have charged in fees when
working with an organisation on a defined multi-grant funding plan.
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